Y5 Homework Timetable
Hugh Gaitskell Primary School
Year: 2019- 2020

Week

Spellings
Spelling Test: Thursdays

Week 1
2nd - 6th
September

Week 2
9th-13th
September

Year 5- Homework Timetable
Autumn 1
Maths
Learning Log Task
Arithmetic Test: Fridays

Reading

Due on Wednesdays

Practise every day

‘ar’ sound and ‘air’ sound spelt ‘are’
1. bark
2. cart
3. smart
4. start
5. rare
6. fare
7. aware
8. beware
9. spare
10. stare
Plus: 5 secret spellings!

Place Value
Recognise the value of digits in a 6
digit number (M, HTh, TTh, Th, H &
O)
Times Tables
Know x & ÷ facts up to 12 x 12

Design Technology
This term we will be learning all about
the Ancient Mayans. For your first
task we would love for you to design
and create Mayan masks! See the
examples below for some
inspiration…

Read every day for 15-20
minutes.

Root words
1. act
2. actor
3. activity
4. action
5. port
6. portable
7. porter
8. export
9. import
10. report
11. scribe
12. scribble
13. script

Place Value
Count forwards or backwards in
powers of ten up to 1 million from
any given number
Times Tables
Know x & ÷ facts up to 12 x 12

Literacy
For your homework this week we
would like you to research the Mayan
creation story and retell this. You
could do this as a story or be more
creative and perhaps create a comic
or poem.
Remember to showcase your neat,
joined handwriting.

Complete your reading log
carefully and have it signed by
an adult

Read every day for 15-20
minutes.
Complete your reading log
carefully and have it signed by
an adult

Week 3
16th- 20th
September

14. manuscript
15. typescript
‘er’ sound spelt ir; and i_e words
1. bird
2. third
3. skirt
4. thirsty
5. fire
6. wire
7. retire
8. inspire
9. expire
10. enquire
Plus: 5 secret spellings!

Place Value
Count forwards or backwards in
powers of ten up to 1 million from
any given number
Times Tables
Know x & ÷ facts up to 12 x 12

Geography
We have already looked at where the
Mayans lived as part of our Topic
lessons in school. For your homework
this week we would like you to
research where Central America is in
relation to Leeds and the
similarities/differences. How far away
is central America? What is the
climate? Which countries make up
Central America? etc.

Read every day for 15-20
minutes.
Complete your reading log
carefully and have it signed by
an adult

Produce a fact file.

Week 4
23rd- 27th
September

Nouns ending in ‘y’
1. jelly
2. penny
3. cherry
4. hobby
5. puppy
6. baby
7. lady
8. gravy
9. daisy
10. ivy
Plus: 5 secret spellings!

Place Value
Round any number up to 1 million to
the nearest T, H, Th, TTh, HTh
Times Tables
Know x & ÷ facts up to 12 x 12

Design Technology
The Mayans were wonderful
inventors. We would like you to
research one Mayan invention and
tell us all about it. You may wish to do
this as a non-chronological report, a
top trumps card or even as an
advertising campaign!
Remember to showcase your neat,
joined handwriting.

Read every day for 15-20
minutes.
Complete your reading log
carefully and have it signed by
an adult

Week 5
30th
September-4th
October

Week 6
7th-11th
October

plurals-adding s to nouns; es to nouns ending
s, x, ch, sh; changing y to i and adding es;
add s to nouns when the letter before the y is
a vowel

1. elephant
2. elephants
3. dish
4. dishes
5. fox
6. foxes
7. baby
8. babies
9. trolley
10. trolleys
Plus: 5 secret spellings!
Words ending with a, e, i, o, u
1. anaconda
2. armadillo
3. buffalo
4. corgi
5. cuckoo
6. dingo
7. emu
8. gecko
9.gnu
10. kangaroo
11. koala
12. kiwi
13. puma
14. tarantula
Plus 1 secret spelling!

Place Value
Round any number up to 1 million to
the nearest T, H, Th, TTh, HTh
Times Tables
Know x & ÷ facts up to 12 x 12

Maths
Mayan maths questions based on this
week’s topic session!

Addition and Subtraction
Add and subtract numbers up to 1
million
Times Tables
Know x & ÷ facts up to 12 x 12

RE
The Jewish religious celebration of
Yom Kippur begins on the evening of
Tuesday 8th October and ends on the
evening of Wednesday 9th October.
Your task this week, is to research
Yom Kippur and to present what you
find out.

Read every day for 15-20
minutes.
Complete your reading log
carefully and have it signed by
an adult

Remember to showcase your neat,
joined handwriting.

Read every day for 15-20
minutes.
Complete your reading log
carefully and have it signed by
an adult

Week 7
14-18th
October

Week 8
21st-25th
October

Silent letters
1. lamb
2.thumb
3. doubt
4. subtle
5. solemn
6. autumn
7. thistle
8. whistle
9. knight
10. known
Plus 5 secret spellings!

Addition and Subtraction
Add and subtract numbers up to 1
million
Times Tables
Know x & ÷ facts up to 12 x 12

Science
This half term we have been learning
about reversible and irreversible
changes. We would like you to plan
and carry out your own investigation
based around reversible and
irreversible changes. Remember to
include all the key elements of a
scientific investigation such as a
prediction, method, lists of
equipment, results and a conclusion.

This week there will be 15 secret
spellings- all involving spelling patterns
that we have been learning about in
Autumn 1.

Addition and Subtraction
Use rounding to check and estimate
addition and subtraction calculations
Times Tables
Know x & ÷ facts up to 12 x 12

Literacy
We have learnt lots about the Mayan
Civilisation over this half term and we
would like you to showcase some of
what you have learnt! You could write
an information booklet about the
ways of the Mayan people or create a
large poster to tell younger children
key information and fun facts. We
would love to be able to display some
of these so be creative in how you
display what you have learnt.

Read every day for 15-20
minutes.
Complete your reading log
carefully and have it signed by
an adult

Read every day for 15-20
minutes.
Complete your reading log
carefully and have it signed by
an adult

